Final Answer to Jack Chapman Et Alia (Everyone Else Follow Along):

By Anna Von Reitz

They, the British Territorial interests, formed the first version of the “United States of America, Incorporated” PRIOR to the Mercenary Conflict known as the American Civil War, and after the hostilities ceased in 1868, they ginned up a slightly different version, “The United States of America, Incorporated” — a Scottish Commercial Corporation that went bankrupt in 1906 in preparation for the First World War.

The same pattern has persisted ever since. These commercial corporations pretending to “represent” us go bankrupt prior to starting another war for profit. They are doing it again right now.

That is why they all need to be liquidated for cause right about now.

Lincoln worked for the first “United States of America, Incorporated”, bankrupted it in 1863, and the next version, “The United States of America, Incorporated” was formed in 1868.

Both of these were British Territorial Crown Corporations and had nothing to do with the Papist side of things.

The Papists sided with the Southerners because the Romans have always made their money off slavery and secondarily because the Southern States-of-States were, technically, right. Man cannot guarantee contracts much less “perpetual contracts”.

Thus there were two parties on each side of the Mercenary Conflict we call the Civil War, making a total of four recognizable entities involved.

The British Territorial entity dba the “United States of America” — a foreign commercial corporation and the Northern States-of-States that had been part of the
original Confederacy together made up one side rather deceptively calling itself “the Union”.

The other side was made up of the Southern States-of-States that were former members of the original Confederacy — The Confederate States of America — and the Papist “Union of Confederate States” together made up the Southern side of the conflict.

The Dutch interests — the remnants of the Dutch East India Company — fought with the North and were centered (still are) in New York so both commercial investment corporations were “winners” in the conflict. They were not, as you suppose, enemies — both were colluding together in a war for profit scheme and had a history of such collusion ever since the Bottomry Bonds Scandal led to the dissolution of the Dutch East India Company in 1702.

The British East India Company offered them safe haven in America.

By the time the so-called American Civil War broke out they were both accomplished in the art of privateering and generating war for profit based on collusion.

They are still doing it.

Donald Trump, a Dutch “President” representing the British Crown Corporation is playing the carrot while Joe Biden the British “President” of a Dutch-Chinese Municipal Corporation plays the stick as they jointly attempt to create World War III out of nothing.

If you haven’t noticed, they have been trying to foment a war for profit ever since Obama took office.

So, instead of spreading lies and fanciful rumors you’d all be better off simply facing facts and getting on board to help support and restore full function of our rightful government.
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